1 report on British political science expert's article on substance and fate of socialism. (7 min; Hebrew 1600)

2 "The Soviet Union through the eyes of an Arab": journalist Ahmad Abu Rashid on economic crisis in USSR and phenomenon of UFO's. (Arabic 1400)

3 Vladimir Yordan on Soviet Committee for Defense of Peace and need to convene a conference to set up CNCL of founder members. (Rpt Persian 051530, item 3 on 5 Dec list) (Persian 1530)

4 Marina Petrovskaya on upcoming summit of Central American Presidents this month in effort to find solution to explosive situation in region. (4 min; Span 0100 0300)

5 Anon on recent events in Panama and Argentina. (Rpt Span 070100, item 2 on 7 Dec list) (3 min; Span 0100 0300)

6 Aleksey Pavlov on Paraguayan govt decision to retire several generals who are known to be involved in corruption. (Rpt Span 070100, item 3 on 7 Dec list) (3 min; Span 0100 0300)

7 Anon on meetings held in Tehran between reps of Iranian and int'l religious and scientific circles which analyzed role of Islamic element in Palestinian people's struggle. (Rpt Arabic 071400, item 6 on 7 Dec list) (Arabic 1400)

8 Andrey Vasilyev on Bush's pessimism on convincing Saddam to voluntarily pull out of Kuwait. (Rpt Persian 071530, item 7 on 7 Dec list) (Persian 1530)

9 Andrey Vasilyev on Iraq's announcement about release of hostages. (Rpt Hebrew 081600, item 8 on 8 Dec list) (Span 0100 0300 Arabic 1400)

10 Report on remarks by Soviet Peace Committee member and a visiting Kuwaiti official on Gulf crisis and committee actions on the issue. (6 min; Hebrew 1600)

11 Anon on Velayati's visit to France. (Rpt Persian 071530, item 10 on 7 Dec list) (Persian 1530)

12 Igor Vasilyev on Moscow emergency conference of heads of govt firms attended by Gorbachev. (Rpt Persian 071530, item 11 on 7 Dec list) (Persian 1530)

13 Intvw with Soviet rock group manager. (10 min; Hebrew 1600)

14 Music program: Anon on Soviet music and musicians. (24 min, incl music; Span 0300)

15 Unpro: Hebrew 1800 (endall) 10/1440z dec BT #5098 NNNN